The increase of satellite's dimensions has caused flexibility and formation of uncertainty in their model. This is because of space missions being more complex and using light moving structures in satellites. Satellites are also encountered with various circumferential disturbance torques. This uncertainty in model and disturbance torques will cause undesirable performance of satellites' attitude control system. So, for attitude control of these satellites, those methods should be used which are robust to uncertainty of the plant's model and can reject the effects of disturbances and the measurement noise. One of these methods is the robust control design method. But, because of pole's place of these satellite's dynamics equations, the designing procedure of robust control will face difficulties. In this paper, by using an internal feedback as a novel idea, the satellite's dynamics equations are changed in such a way that the poles will be placed in proper locations. Then, for these new equations, by regarding the effects of flexibility as uncertainty and considering the uncertainty in inertia matrix of satellite, an H ∞ controller has been designed and for better performance, a μ-controller has been improved. Afterwards, these two controllers are analyzed and compared for the original dynamic equations, not for the modified ones. Also, for comparison, a classic controller has been also designed for the original plant and eventually all these three controllers are compared with each other.
Introduction
Designing satellites with various missions such as climatic, military, geology and astrological missions will cause the payloads being increased and as a result, the increase of their dimensions, weight and consumed power. So, for more energy absorption, the effective section surface of satellite should be increased to installing more solar panels. On the other side, the existent limitations on satellites' launch will cause the restriction on their volume and weight. To decrease the volume of satellites, they are designed as a concentrated structure with some supplemental parts which are fastened before launch and are opened after settlement in orbit, and to decrease the weight of satellites, the light materials are used in designing structures. The whole of these factors; means light weight, low volume and large section surface will cause the flexibility of satellites' structure. In this case, preserving correct direction of main body and flexible parts encounter with many challenges. According to these realities, many theoretical researches have been done to identify and control flexible structures [1, 2] .
In the past three decades, the flexible satellites which are known as big spatial structures in some articles are considered a lot. In some NASA reports, the effect of satellites' flexibility in attitude control system, as unusual acts, has been mentioned [3] . More researches on this issue have specified that the reason of this strange act is the flexibility of the structure which will be intensified in some cases by attitude control system [4] . Before 70's decade, the attitude control and stabilization systems of satellites were designed according to dynamic modeling of rigid bodies and Single-Input SingleOutput (SISO) controllers. Along with the development of spatial sciences in the late 70's, big satellites which have flexible parts and include many sensors and actuators were considered. So, the need for using complex control laws and Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) control systems for satellites were found to be essential [5] . For high-accuracy performance in pointing, three-axis attitude control will be used for satellites which lead to a MIMO control system. Generally, satellites are exposed H H  controller is designed which considers both stability robustness and root-mean-square performance and is of particular interest for attitude control of microsatellites. The mixed 2 H H  controller shows a remarkable capability of achieving a balanced tradeoff between 2 
H
and H  performances. The authors in [10] describe modeling of a flexible structure and three-axis controller design process. Also, they demonstrate the suitable performance of this design in maneuverability by applying it to a large flexible spacecraft model. In [7] , a mixed 2 H H  output-feedback controller has been proposed for microsatellite attitude control with pole placement constraints against the internal uncertainty of momentof-inertia variation and space environmental disturbances. The simulation results demonstrate that the presented mixed 2 H H  control system is robust stable and optimal in the sense of 2 H norm, and has good steadystate and dynamic performance against parameter uncertainties and various disturbances for the microsatellite attitude control system. In [11] , an optimization-based approach is proposed for the robustness analysis of an attitude and orbit control system (AOCS) for flexible satellites.
In this paper, it is intended to design robust attitude control for a flexible satellite with a desirable accuracy and performance against the uncertainty in the satellite's model and inertia matrix and with the existence of control input constraints and in the presence of environmental disturbances and measurement noise. The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the dynamic equations of a flexible satellite's attitude and the actuator of reaction wheel has been derived and the disturbances of space environment are discussed. Since the desirable attitude of satellite' tracking has small angles around zero, the extracted equations of the satellite will be linearized and combined with the equations of reaction wheel. In Section 3, it is shown that the original linearized equations of the satellite causes some problem in the robust control design procedure. So by using two unit feedbacks, its poles will be placed in a more proper place and new equations will be obtained. Also, in this section a nominal model for the satellite and needed weight functions for designing robust controller will be selected. In Section 4, a classical controller, based on Euler angels errors, for the original equations and an H  controller, by using the new idea of internal feedback, for the modified equations will be designed. But, neither will achieve the desired robust performance for the original plant. Afterwards, to improve the performance of attitude control, a μ-controller for the modified equations will be designed to ensure the robust performance for the originnal plant. Using the obtained results for all three controllers, the paper will be concluded in Section 5.
System and Disturbances Modeling

Satellite's Attitude and Reaction Wheel Modeling
The kinematic equations of satellite's attitude are as below, is the angular velocity vector of orbital reference frame with respect to body frame stated in body frame. According to the definition, the orbit reference frame's center conforms to satellite's center of mass, R Z axis is towards the earth center, R X axis is in direction of satellite's velocity and R Y axis is vertical to plane of orbit so that transform the frame to a right-hand orthogonal frame. The body frame will be selected in a way that its axes conform to main axes of inertia. Vector
B RB
 satisfies the equation
in which ω 0 is the angular velocity of orbit, and are accordingly for and and
is the angular velocity of body frame with respect to inertial frame which will be obtained from Euler's moment equations. Assuming that body frame axes conforming to main inertial axes, Euler's moment equations is as 
Transfer function of Figure 1 is approximately as follows [12] .
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in which d
T is disturbance moment, is angular momentum vector of satellite's rigid body, w is the angular momentum vector of reaction wheel and G is the gravity gradient moment which will be obtained by Equation (4) . 
Equations (1) to (4) form the dynamic nonlinear equations of satellite's attitude [12] .
Here, to produce the moment, three reaction wheels will be used in direction of body axes. The block diagram of reaction wheel to control the attitude of satellite is as Figure 1 . In this figure u is the output of controller and is the exerted torque to satellite in direction of re-
So, the combination of the satellite's equations and the actuators is approximately the same satellite's equations, and the controller for satellite's equations will be designed apart from reaction wheel equations. Since the desirable angle which the satellite should track is around the zero angles and also to use the concepts of linear control and simplifying the analysis, the Equations (1)- (4) can be linearized. By linearizing these equations around zero point, linear state space form of dynamic equations of satellite's attitude will be obtained as Satellite's configuration is as Figure 2 . The system response of satellite' attitude with given specifications in Table 1 , to one step with amplitude has been shown in Figure 3 . As it could be seen, the system is unstable in each three channels of roll, pitch and yaw. 
Disturbances Modeling
One of the key issues in attitude control of satellites is the environment disturbances which deflect the attitude of satellite from its desirable state and ignoring these disturbances make the designed controller completely useless. Magnetic torque: a magnetic torque will affect on satellite's configure because of earth's magnetic field and satellite's magnetic materials. This torque will be obtained by (7) in which is the residual magnetic moments of the satellite caused by permanent and induced magnetism and the satellite-generated current loops and B is the geocentric magnetic flux density. Vector B will be obtained, in orbit reference system, by 
in which f and is the beam of satellite's orbit and m is the angle of satellite's orbit with respect to geomagnetic equator [13] .
Aerodynamic torque: because of satellite's movement in upper atmosphere of earth, an aerodynamic torque will affect on satellite. This torque can be obtained as
in which  is the atmospheric density, is the velocity of satellite, is the drag coefficient, is the A is the area of vertical surface on a and cp is a vector from satellite' center of mass to center of pressure [9] . 
in which is the velocity of light, s A is the area opposed to sun radiation, is the reaction coefficient, q  is the radiation angle, s u C is the unit vector along sun radiation direction and cp is the distance from the satellite's center of mass to the solar pressure center [12] . Now, by considering the dynamic equations of satellite's attitude and reaction wheel, the object is to design an attitude control system as shown in Figure 4 . 
Selection of Nominal Model and Needed Weight Functions
The modeling of flexible satellite will be done in a way that a nominal model   0 will be selected and flexibility effects will be considered as uncertainty around the nominal model. These uncertainties lead to the perturbed models . Equations (6) with nominal amounts of Table 1 will be considered as nominal model. To consider flexibility effects, it is assumed that the inertia moments of satellite have 30 percentage of uncertainty. Since the system has unmodelled flexible parts, the uncertainty will be considered as multiplicative unstructured. For a SISO system, the perturbed model structure of based on nominal model of
, multiplicative unstructured uncertainty block of s  and uncertainty weight function of
which its block diagram is shown in Figure 5 . will be established for all perturbed models of [14] . The transfer function matrix of linearized system is obtained as follows corresponding to those which should satisfy the relation (12), have also same overshoots and this will cause the issue of robust controller design face difficulties [14] . The poles of non-zero elements of Equation (13) 
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319 placement of poles slightly [8] . But, here the amounts of inertia moments of satellite are so that the system's poles which are on imaginary axis are very close to the origin and the problem won't be solved by this displacement, too. For overcoming this problem, equations should be changed in a way that poles go sufficiently away from imaginary axis. With a new idea, according to Figure 7 , two unit internal feedbacks in the main nonlinear plant will be made from roll and yaw outputs to first and third inputs respectively. So, the state space's form of the modified linearized plant will be obtained as
where 
 
The matrix of transfer function of the modified plant is as Equation (15) .
The poles of non-zero elements of Equation (15) for the non-zero elements of Equation (15) are shown in Figure 9 . It can be seen that overshoots are eliminated. Now, weight functions of
w s will be selected in a way that satisfies the Equation (12) for the modified plant. This is done and shown in Figure 9 .
The condition of robust stability for a SISO system is
in which
is the transfer function of desirable closed-loop system and is the weight function of uncertainty [15] . Since the elements of Equation (15) are not reachable separately, the matrix of weight function will be selected as is the sensitivity weight function [15] . Here, it's desirable that the output of closed-loop system track a sinus route with minimum control effort and error less than 2˚. So, the matrix of sensitivity weight function for the discussed system with trial and error will be selected as 
For limiting the controller output, beside the weight functions of uncertainty and sensitivity, a related weight function will be selected as .
Controller Design
In this part, for the Equations of original plant (6), a classical controller, based on Euler angles errors, and for the Equations of the modified plant (14) , two robust controllers
Classical Controller
H  and  will be designed. Eventually, the original nonlinear system, described by Equations (1)- (4), will be simulated with each of three controllers in closedloop form. In simulations, the inertia moments of satellites have 30 percent of uncertainty as shown in Figure  10 . The simulation of the closed-loop system has done in two cases. In one case, the closed-loop system response is obtained to zero reference input and with d equal to disturbance pulse, which is shown in Figure 11 . In the other case, the closed-loop system response to a reference sinus input with the amplitude of 15 degree in roll channel, 10 degree in pitch channel and 5 degree in yaw channel and 20 Hz frequency in the presence of space physical disturbances and measurement noise, is obtained to examine the performance of system in tracking. The RMS amount of attitude sensors' noise of and their error are considered equal to 0.01˚. 
The upper bound and low bound frequency response of  for H  controller is shown in Figure 18 . Regarding that for robust stability, the condition
should be established [14] , it could be seen clearly that the closed-loop system with K has guaranteed the robust stability. For nominal and robust performances, the Equations (27) and (28) should be established, respectively [14] .
The frequency response of nominal and robust performances is shown in Figure 19 . It's shown that the system with hin K has the nominal performance but hasn't guaranteed the robust performance.
The closed-loop system's response with hin K to disturbance pulse is drawn in Figure 20 . As it can be considered, the system in each three channels has eliminated the disturbance with lower overshoot than the classical controller. Its performance in tracking has been also shown in Figure 21 . In each three channels, the H  controller has better performance than the classical controller. The control effort in tracking, has been also drawn in Figure 22 . This control signal is smaller than the corresponding signal for classical controller.
μ-Synthesis: D-K Iteration Method
The block diagram of the closed-loop system which is used in  -synthesis is as so that the condition (30), is established [14] .
By using MATLAB [16] , after 6 repetitions, the  -controller has been obtained with 0.993
. But, the obtained controller is with the degree of 52, which its implementation can be problematic. Usually, a reducedorder controller is preferred. Here for reducing the degree of controller, Hanckel-norm approximation is used [14] . The response of the closed-loop system with mu K to disturbance pulse is drawn in Figure 26 . According to this figure, the system has eliminated the disturbance in each three channels, well. Its performance in tracking and the control effort are shown in Figures 27 and 28 , respectively, which are approximately the same as closedloop system with hin K . In Figure 29 , the performance of two controllers, H  and  , are compared with increasing of uncertainty norm. This figure shows that  -controller will guaran-tee the robust performance for uncertainties with the magnitude of 1.012. For H  controller, the performance of closed-loop will degrade more rapidly with the increase of uncertainty amplitude and won't guarantee the robust performance for uncertainties more than the magnitude 0.9335.
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Three designed controllers have been compared with each other in Table 2 . According to this table, the H  and  robust controllers have better performance than the classical controller. Although H  and  controllers performance are approximately the same, but the most important criteria is to guarantee the robust performance. According to Figure 29 and Table 2 , only the  -controller satisfies this criteria; and also the degree of this controller is lower than the H  controller. So, it can be concluded that the  -controller is the best option for this system comparing to the other controllers.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper is attitude control of a flexible satellite by using robust controllers. To do so, a classical controller based on Euler degrees' errors and two robust controllers of H  and μ, by using the new idea of internal feedback to resolve robust controller design problem, were designed. The simulation results show that the H  and μ robust controllers are better than classical controller, both in elimination of disturbance and in tracking. (volt) and tracking error. But, the μ-controller guarantees the robust performance for the original plant, contrary to the H  controller and has a better performance regarding the robustness against uncertainty of flexible structure of satellite. Furthermore, it has the best performance to satisfy control effort limitations. It has also of lower order in comparison to H  controller. Therefore, it could be concluded that the μ-controller is the best choice among the other controllers.
